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1. Word with phone or calling

/ No Doubt hit with the lines
"I know just what you're
saying / So please stop
explaining" (2 words)

14. Sleeping Bear sights (2
words) / Screen, as an
opposing basketball player

15. Job that's all pay and no
work / Blockbusters, often

16. Math class topic that has its
ups and downs (2 words) /
Some corporations, for
short

17. Former HBO comedy series
centered on the startup
company Pied Piper (2
words)

18. Janney of "I, Tonya" / Place
for printed proofs

19. Situation where one
computer memory location
can be accessed through
multiple names (which often
causes unexpected errors)
/ Name after Horatio or
before Hiss

20. Coup d'état leader of 1971
(2 words) / Spice found in
pumpkin spice blends

21. Translation challenge, often
/ Kim who played Vicki Vale
in Tim Burton's "Batman"

22. City home to Western
Illinois University /
Incredibly absurd

23. Blu or Jewel, in "Rio" /
Boundary on a basketball
or tennis court

24. Kunis of "Bad Moms" /
Using one's cunning wiles
to get out of trouble, say

25. Promo that arouses
interest, often (2 words) /
Relay component

26. Minor league affiliate (2
words) / "Over the
Rainbow" writer Harold

27. Fair grounds worker? /
University of Chicago
athlete (or the color worn by
said athlete)

28. Island where David Bowie's
ashes are scattered /
Philatelist's tome (2 words)

29. Bottoms of golf clubs /
Whale watching sight, often

30. Digit in a metaphor for
easily noticed things (2
words) / Serving of lamb

31. Symbol often used for
exponentiation / Sudden,
widespread occurrence of
an illness

DOWN
1. Rules: each row has either

one or two answers that
completely fill the row;
every letter shares an edge
with an identical letter
immediately above or below
(or both). Also, the top row
is considered adjacent to
the bottom row, so it wraps
around.
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